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SuperMiata Crossflow Radiator 
89-05 Mazda MX-5 Miata 

 
Installation Instructions G2 

 

Read notes A-D before you begin 

 

A) It is recommended to have a Mazda FSM (Factory Service Manual) on hand before beginning any 

service on your Miata. 

 

B) This crossflow race radiator requires small but permanent modifications to your fan shrouds to clear 

the new inlet and outlet locations. The minor modifications will not adversely affect their function with a 

stock radiator nor preclude retrofitting a stock radiator in the future. 

 

C) Do not place any part of your body under the car unless it is on all four wheels or jackstands. 

 

D) This radiator can be installed on either NA chassis (89-97 with pop up headlights) or NB chassis (99-05 

with integrated headlights) 

 

NA only instructions are labeled NA: 

NB only instructions NB: 

 

This kit contains: 

 

1x Crossflow radiator 

1x Cap, 1.4 bar 

1x Overflow hose, 1/4”, x 4’ 

2x “P” clamps, stainless, silicone 

1x Bolt, M6x1.0x 10mm, 10.9, JIS serrated flange head 

2x Bolt, M6x1.0x 20mm, 10.9, JIS serrated flange head (NA) 

2x Fan spacers (NA) 

3x Nylon zip tie, .14” x 6”, high temp 

2x Worm drive hose clamps, liner, extra wide, stainless, #24 
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1. Remove plastic under tray from vehicle 

 

2. Drain coolant 

* If coolant is of unknown or over one year in age, discard at a state approved reclamation facility.  

Ethylene glycol as used in consumer anti-freeze is toxic. Don’t send it to the nearest storm drain! 

 

3. 

NA: Remove intake elbow tube (Fig A-NA) 

 

 
4 Unplug OEM fans 

NA:  Fig B-NA (left fan), C-NA (right fan) 

    
NB:  Fig A-NB, B-NB 
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5.Remove OEM fans 

NA:  Remove four 6m bolts attaching each fan to radiator (10mm hex). Two on top, two on bottom of 

each 

NB: Remove four  6m bolts attaching A/C (right side) fan to radiator (10mm hex). Two on top, two on 

bottom. Remove two  6m bolts attaching top of main fan to radiator. Lower mounts on main fan are 

pins so fan can be removed by lifting straight up. 

 

6. Remove hoses from radiator 

 

7. Remove fasteners holding radiator into chassis 

NA: Loosen 8m bolt attaching side bracket  to chassis (12mm hex).  

NB: Remove 8m (12mm hex) bolts attaching upper radiator brackets to core support. Remove brackets. 

 

8. Lift radiator up and back slightly to remove. 

 

9.  

NB: Reposition right side of A/C condenser onto front side of frame mounting tab as shown in Fig G-NB 

 
 

9. Prepare fans for installation onto Crossflow radiator.  Upper right corner of A/C fan may be a tight fit 

against hose clamp on upper radiator hose.  If so, file a millimeter or so off that corner of the fan. There 

is no additional room to lower the fan without hitting A/C and P/S hardware below.  
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NA:  Trim two corners of main (left) fan as shown in Fig D-NA. 

 
  

10. Prepare radiator for installation 

NA: Remove two 6m bolts holding each side bracket. Relocate these OEM brackets onto Crossflow 

radiator using OEM upper boss location and alternate lower hole in bracket that lines up with new 

location on Crossflow.  Add included 10mm fan spacers on lower bosses for correct fan to radiator 

alignment. 

 

NB: Install main fan lower mounting tabs as shown in Fig D-NB. Remove two lower mount grommets 

from old radiator Fig E-NB. Cut the tip off each one and slide over lower mounting studs on Crossflow. 

These studs are also the drains so they must be exposed. Fig F-NB 
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11. Install fan(s) onto radiator. Use the one supplied shorter 6mx10m bolt near the filler. 

NA: Use the two supplied 6mx20m (black) bolts with included (silver) spacers for the main fan lower 

mounts to maintain ideal fan spacing from the radiator core. 

 

12. Lower radiator into position being careful not to allow the core to contact anything that might bend 

the delicate cooling fins 

NA:  Flange on frame rail may make it difficult to lower radiator into place. If so, bend tab with a small 

hammer as shown Fig F-NA 

 
 

13. Install mounting bolts for radiator 

NA:  one 8m upper bolt on each side bracket 

NB: one 8m bolt on each upper bracket 

 

14. Plugs fans back in. Secure wiring harness if needed. 

 

15. Install lower hose. Always slide hose clamp gently up against rolled bead on outlet nipple before 

snugging it down. This helps the clamp form a 3 dimensional seal with the outlet. 

 

16. Install upper hose. If utilizing a coolant reroute ( http://949racing.com/miata-coolant-reroute-

system.aspx ) , no changes are required to fit the SuperMiata Crossflow. If not utilizing a reroute, you 

will need an alternate upper hose. http://949racing.com/MIATA-TOP-HOSE-CROSSFLOW.aspx 

 

17. Attach supplied overflow hose to nipple and route to overflow reservoir. Use supplied “P” clamps to 

route overflow hose along upper fan mounts Fig G-NA. Use supplied high temp tie wraps as needed for 

fan wire harness or overflow hose. 

 

 

http://949racing.com/miata-coolant-reroute-system.aspx
http://949racing.com/miata-coolant-reroute-system.aspx
http://949racing.com/MIATA-TOP-HOSE-CROSSFLOW.aspx
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18. Fill system with desired coolant mixture. 

* For street use, refer to your FSM for antifreeze to water ratio. 

* For competition use, fill with distilled water, one pint of anti-freeze (corrosion inhibitor) and ½ bottle 

of Redline Water Wetter 

 

19. Raise front of car on jack stands so there is at least 10” under front tires. Start car and let idle until 

thermostat opens. Upper hose will suddenly get hot enough to burn you (over 140°f) when the 

thermostat opens. At that point, the system will push any air trapped in the engine through and usually 

cause a brief overflow out the filler neck. Stop the engine at this point. Top off the radiator and reservoir 

to the “hot” mark. Install the cap and you should be ready for a brief test drive. 

 

20. Test drive while watching the coolant gauge. After returning from your brief test drive, open the 

hood on a dry patch of ground. Check for leaks both visually and also for coolant odor. There should be 

no hint of any coolant either way. 

 

Congratulations. You now have the highest efficiency radiator we have ever tested in a Miata. Go beat 

on it! 

 

 

info@949Racing.com  949-716-3111 

www.949Racing.com 
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